Long awaited, the Third Edition represents a thorough revision of this widely-used atlas. It takes into account the advances in computer-assisted brain-imaging techniques that do not restrict the plane of study and the recent progress in identifying and localizing putative neurotransmitters and neuromodulators in the brain. New sections offer coronal views of the gross brain and brain stem, biochemical neuroanatomy, magnetic resonance images, and recent computerized tomographic scans. In addition, many refinements have been made in the illustrations retained from earlier editions. As before, only the highest quality photomicrographs have been included. it would be that some slices are actually labeled in too much detail for me to easily find the structures I'm looking for, but I can't really say that being too thorough is a fault. I bought this for use in medical neuroanatomy, which I was pretty frightened about taking. I found it to be a really helpful resource; I liked that each view had both an anatomical photo and line drawing for easy identification, as well as multiple views of vasculature, etc. I labeled this up like crazy, and it worked very well for me. I absolutely love this atlas! It is a pretty simple black and white atlas with a drawing/ labeled figure on one page with a corresponding unlabeled photo on the adjacent page. This is great because not only do you see things in a conceptual and practical way, but you have the freedoms to color and/ or label the pages in a way that helps you. Also, this atlas was very high yield for the stuff we saw in the practical portion of our neuro course. I really like the layout of this atlas. they give you a labeled drawing on one page and on the next you get the real thing without labels. This is a great way to learn the material rather than learn the book.
Spiral
I wish there were more atlases with this format.
I am inlove with with this atlas. The delivery took about two days, and the packaging was great. No scratches or tears, no folds. The product is wonderful. Very helpful for anyone who needs this atlas, just remember that this is average not individual brain map. This is the standard atlas in my human neuroanatomy class. Clear photos and accompanying drawings. Excellent for reviewing brainstem sections.
It's awkwardly large to be lugging it to and from class, but large is what atlases are. At this size, it could be more sturdily made, but the price would increase. There was also a mini struggle bus involved in navigating and flipping the pages. For one semester, I could deal with this old-looking, flimsy book.
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